This paper discusses the problem of learning to rank specially for spoken transcriptions. The state-of-art approach for text/web documents is to apply machine learning techniques to learn a ranking model from labeled query-documents pairs with their features. One of the best state-ofart learning algorithms is the Random Forest, however it does not perform very well when features are dependent or are monotonic transformation of other features as this makes the trees of the forest less independent. We propose to use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to bags of features, in order to reduce them to simplify the model and have a surrogate score for each field's features producing more independent set of features for the Random Forest. Using this technique for a transcriptions dataset, 4.32% improvement in terms of Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR@10) and 0.4% improvement in terms of Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@10) for training data are achieved with very comparable results for the testing data. We emphasized the effectiveness of the technique by applying it to the larger and benchmarked web documents dataset; Microsoft LETOR. An improvement of 7.99% and 1.29% for test data are achieved for the two used metrics respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Multimedia on the web is increasing in a dramatic way with hundreds of hours of spoken content being shared every minute on websites like YouTube, vimeo, NetFlix, SoundCloud and YouListen. This spoken content contains valuable information, but this information becomes useless unless this huge volume of multimedia can be effectively browsed and searched. Spoken Content Retrieval (SCR) can be defined as the task of returning speech media results that are relevant to an information need expressed in a user query [1] . A general architecture that represents an abstraction for SCR system for the block diagram presented in [1] can be viewed as shown in Figure 1 . Spoken content is converted into a lattice representation or best transcription together with timing information using the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) component [1] . The indexing module is then used to index the lattice representation or best transcription together with the metadata extracted for the spoken documents to produce a timed index. When a user enters a query through the user interface of the search engine, the query terms are analyzed using the same analyzer used by the indexer, this is represented as a dotted line in Figure 1 between the indexing and retrieval building blocks. The search process is then done on the timed index. Audio segments that match the user's query are retrieved and ranked. The retrieved results are ranked mainly based upon the titles of the videos and their meta-data {description, tags, views, ratings, playlist, shares, comments, age of videos, channel views and subscribers inbound links (e.g. links from outside of YouTube pointing to your videos)}. Dishonest Search Engine Optimization (SEO) practices can affect the retrieved results accuracy because the title of the video and its metadata can be faked. Using keywords known for their high hit rate while the actual content of the video may be irrelevant can cause irrelevant documents to be ranked among legitimate ones. In order to overcome this challenge while ranking the retrieved documents, we proposed to extract features, not only based on the aforementioned metadata features, but also on the timed transcriptions of the spoken content. To do ranking of the retrieved documents based on the extracted features, machine learning techniques are applied. A ranking model is learned from labeled query-documents pairs and their corresponding extracted features. Using this learned model, the ranking label of a retrieved document for unseen user query can be predicted. Learning to rank techniques have been successfully adopted in other tasks, like ranking tweets [2] , entities search [3] and searching images [4] . Random Forest algorithm [5] is one of the best state-of-art Learning To Rank (L2R) algorithms. Other algorithms include LambdaMART [6] , RankNet [7] , ListNet [8] and RankSVM [9] . These learning to rank algorithms, in addition to others, are best reviewed in [10] . Random Forest [5] , however does not perform well when features are dependent or are monotonic transformation of other features as this makes the trees of the forest less independent from each other. Another drawback of Random Forest is the model size, as having a lot of features will result in a forest that takes a lot of memory and is slow to evaluate. In this work, we propose to use a reduced set of features by using the well known Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm that do dimensionality reduction, dimensionality reduction techniques are reviewed in [11] . We use PCA in the learning of forest by projecting bags of features to a new space to simplify the random forest learned model and reduce the dependency among features. In section 2, ranking spoken content transcriptions is formulated as a learning to rank problem listing the set of extracted features. Section 3 discusses the proposed algorithm for PCA Reduced Forest. The used datasets and results are presented in section 4. Conclusion and future work are explained in section 5.
L2R for spoken content transcriptions
In this section, we formulate the problem of SCR as a learning to rank problem. We propose to represent our L2R framework for SCR as in Figure 2 . The query set Q;
is the set of queries used for training and testing. The set of all audio transcriptions is D;
where is the set of transcription documents of size retrieved for query and is the set of labels associated with the query-transcription pairs , where labels represent relevance grades.
A feature vector of features is extracted for each query-transcription document pair with some features being query-dependent that they depend on the similarity and matching of a document to the terms of the query. Other features are queryindependent and can be extracted for each document ahead of query-time. A training set is formed from query-documents pairs where and which is a subset of Q; and its corresponding documents with features vectors and relevance labels . And a testing set is formed from ; a subset of Q and their corresponding documents features vectors and relevance labels where and . Spoken documents transcriptions , can be structured into different textual fields for which user queries are matched like title, channel name, tags, description and here we added features related to the timed transcription segments. Some features extracted from these textual fields are querydependent features used for measuring the matching of the query terms with text in these fields. We added a feature that represents the listening time for the first occurrence of a full covered query match. This gives preference for for documents with shorter listening time to first match. This is preferable for low-bandwidth connections. A complete list of features we extracted from transcriptions are listed in Table 1 . The query-dependent features can be further classified into: query-terms-matching features, probabilistic-model features like BM25 and language modeling (LM) scores. Language modeling approaches in information retrieval try to estimate a language model for each document and then rank documents according to the likelihood that the query at hand has been generated from the estimated language model. We also used language modeling smoothing methods which are reviewed in [12] . The groups of sixes (6:11, 12:17 ...and 66:71) in Table 1 correspond to the features for each of the five textual fields in the transcription document mentioned before, in addition to the whole document. The query-independent features are based on the metadata and measures of the importance and freshness of the audio. They include uploaded time, views count, likes count, dislikes count, comments count, the stream length of the fields in the transcription file, the duration of the audio file, the number of segments for the transcription of speech. Queryindependent features are formatted in italics in Table 1 . Learning to rank techniques developed for ranking text documents can be used to rank spoken documents transcriptions based on the extracted features ( ). Graded relevance evaluation metrics like Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [13] and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [14] are used for evaluating the output of the L2R model. Tree-based L2R algorithms and specifically Random Forest algorithm [5] show the best accuracy in terms of ERR and NDCG compared to other L2R algorithms [15] [16] . However, Random Forest is greatly affected by the correlation between the features used. Breiman presented in [5] the properties of strength and correlation of trees that can control the accuracy of Random Forest algorithm. Correlation property is calculated based on a raw-margin function of the prediction accuracy of the Random Forest over all pairs of features sets selected in the "Random Feature Selection" step in Random Forest algorithm [5] . Breiman discussed that the less correlation between the trees, the less its error rate. Analysis and discussion of the two properties was also discussed in [17] .
The main idea of this work is to decrease the correlation between the trees of the forest with the aim to enhance the accuracy of the learned Random Forest model. We thought of having a surrogate score for each field's features {title, channel name, tags, description, timed transcription segments and whole document} producing more independent set of features for the Random Forest and thus simplify the forest ranking model while at the same time decreasing the correlation between trees which will decrease the error rate. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [11] , one of the well-known dimensionality reduction techniques, is used in our algorithm to convert the set of possibly correlated features into a single feature score per field along the principal component. Steps of the proposed algorithm are discussed in the next section.
PCA Reduced Forest Algorithm
Learning to rank features extracted from the semi structured spoken transcriptions in this research or generally from web document as in Microsoft LETOR dataset [18] are grouped in terms of document fields which we name the bags of features . For transcriptions documents for example, the bags of features corresponds to groups of features related to the fields { : title, description, : channel, : tags, : transcription segments and : the whole document}. Pseudocode for the algorithm steps is presented in Figure 3 . After features are distributed into bags based on the documents fields and other query-independent features, PCA reduction step is done for each bag separately. Each bag of features is thus reduced to a single score for each query-document pair along the principal component of the bag of features. This score represents a surrogate score for how the query matches a field based on the extracted features. A random forest is then built of trees based on this new set of features . PCA reduces the amount of variables but still describes the same data. The PCA reduction step aims at enhancing the Random Forest performance by reducing the number of features and replacing related and collinear features with their single principal component. 
Input

Dataset and Experimental Results
The dataset used in this study is based upon the verse by verse Quran dataset [19] . This dataset was chosen for two reasons; the first is the availability of timing information for verse segments in all chapters of the Quran. The second reason is the availability of text transcription for Quran verses. The corpus has been used to get the timings for each verse in each chapter in the Holy Quran. The corpus was then augmented to create more documents by forming documents of three consecutive verses, five consecutive verses and all verses in each chapter by combining verses' textgrids; the format used by Praat [20] . We then used YouTube API [21] with queries for each chapter to get realistic metadata for the documents. A timed transcription document in XML format is then generated as shown in Figure 4 . A total of 30,544 transcription documents were generated of different lengths with consecutive verses and corresponding youtube fetched metadata for each set of documents, with about 4% spam documents having fake titles, descriptions and tags that are relevant to some queries while their actual content is irrelevant. The transcription documents were then indexed by the open source Apache Solr [22] . A set of 340 queries were built based on the knowledge of the domain under test "Quran files". A pooling strategy as adopted in TREC (Text Retrieval Evaluation Conference) has been applied using Solr with applying different similarity measures. Queries vary in their number of terms and generality. We supplied the set of retrieved documents to our feature extractor to extract the 75 features listed in Table 1 . The relevance of the retrieved documents to the query has been judged by giving one of 5 relevance labels from 0 to 4 as used in LETOR [18] . The LETOR formatted query-transcription pairs with their corresponding extracted features were then used to train learning to rank model using the proposed PCA Reduced Forest algorithm and compared to Random Forest algorithm for our dataset. To gain emphasis in the result and see how the algorithm will perform with larger datasets, we did a second experiment on the benchmarked Microsoft LETOR dataset [18] as well. Moreover, fivefold cross validation was used to overcome overfitting and to assess how the model will generalize to an independent unknown data set.
The query set in each dataset was divided into five folds. Each fold was further distributed; 70% of query-documents labeled pairs for training and validation and 30% for testing. For the case of transcriptions dataset, samples for the query-documents labeled pairs feature vectors of length 75 are shown in Figure 5 . Five bags of features, each bag has 11 features, corresponding to textual fields features are input to the PCA Reduction step as discussed in section 3. The output of the PCA step is the projection of the features in the 5 bags in a new space to get the first principal component as a score for each field summarizing the 11 features. These new set of features are used to learn the forest model. Testing the model is done using 30% of each fold in the same format shown in Figure 5 as input, which is first fed to the PCA Reduction step as done with the training data. Then the new set of features is applied to the learned model to predict the ranks of each document and obtain a ranked list. The predicted ranks are used to calculate the evaluation metrics as in Equations (1) and (2) for the first ten results in the ranked list and is averaged over all the ranked lists for all queries in the test set (Equation 2 already includes the averaging over a set of queries Q).
(1) [13] (2) [14] PCA Reduced Forest algorithm was used to train a ranking model based on using a dimensionality reduction technique (PCA) to a defined bags of features for fields. { : title, : description, : channel, : tags, : transcription segments and : the whole document}. Each bag contains the set of features related to each field from the groups of sixes in Table 1 Table 1 are added to have a reduced set of 15 features after the PCA reduction step used to learn the forest model. Results are recorded in Table 2 for  and Table 3 for .
From Table 2 , the average for using Random Forest for training data is 0.4791, while the average for PCA Reduced Forest is 0.4998 with an improvement of 4.32%. The average for using Random Forest for the test data is 0.4489 and the average for PCA Reduced Forest is slightly lower (0.4486). Higher values for each fold and for either training or test data are shown in bold in Table 2 . It can be seen from Figure 6 (a),(b) that the results from PCA Reduced Forest are quite similar to those for Random Forest, in some folds PCA Reduced Forest is better and in others the Random Forest is better. From Table 3 , The average for training data in Random Forest is 0.7653 and the average for training data when using PCA Reduced Forest is 0.7682 which is slightly better with 0.4% improvement. However, the average for test data in Random Forest is 0.6816, while the average for test data when using PCA Reduced Forest is 0.679. From Figure 6 (c),(d), it is clear that the results from PCA Reduced Forest are quite comparable to those for Random Forest, in some folds it is better and in others the Random Forest is better. This means that the new set of 15 features projected by using the PCA step almost reserves almost all the information in the 75 features and so produce a simpler ranking model with less parameters. Table 4 . The average achieved by PCA Reduced Forest is 0.31586 for training data and 0.31526 for test data. On the other hand, for Random Forest, the average achieved for training data is 0.29226 and 0.29194 for test data. An 8.08% improvement is achieved for training data when using PCA Reduced Forest over using the Random Forest and 7.99% improvement for test data. We can explain this result that the new surrogate scores obtained by PCA represent a new features set with less dependency among them which enhances the results of the Random Forest algorithm that is affected by the dependency and collinearity of features across the trees in the ensemble. It is particularly at advantage for large datasets having a lot of features as it is the case in Microsoft LETOR dataset. The only drawback for PCA reduced Forest is that all features still need to be extracted before the reduction step. This is our current research work to only extract a reduced set of features in order to decrease the search response time.
